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Jay Park, Cha Cha, AOM,
Ha lets Get it
Check

I don't wanna be a creep but I want you tonight
I know you want it too I see the look in your eyes
I see the look in your eyes
Yeah

Now put your hands in the air if your having a good
time
Say ooOOooOOoo
If you wanna dance and drank lets get the party started
Say ooOOooOOoo

You've got it and I want it, I want it and you've got it
You know your sexy girl just look at the way you flaunt it
Move in a lil closer if you don't know I can coach yah
I wanna see you sweat lets be BODY2BODY
Lets be BODY2BODY

Don't worry girl you know that i got the moves
If you aint loosened up lets get some shots in you
Lets get some shots in you
Oh yeah

Baby lets go you and me
I can keep you company
I just ordered a bottle lets go party
Oh yeah

Now put your hands in the air if your having a good
time
Say ooOOooOOoo
If you wanna dance and drank lets get the party started
Say ooOOooOOoo

You've got it and I want it, I want it and you've got it
You know your sexy girl just look at the way you flaunt it
Move in a lil closer if you don't know I can coach yah
I wanna see you sweat lets be BODY2BODY
Lets be BODY2BODY
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Yeah you's a skateboarder and I'm a rail
Better grind up on me better use your tail
I'mmah buy you a drink I'm that guy you could thank
Show you the wild side of things I'm the alpha male
Watch me go ape shit then join me and go ape shit
We getting crazy no mixed drink muhfucka shots is all
I'm taking!!
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